Fast and Modular Whole-Program Analysis via Meta-programming GUANNAN WEI, YUXUAN CHEN, and TIARK ROMPF, Purdue University, USA It is well known that a staged interpreter is a compiler: specializing an interpreter to a given program produces an equivalent executable that runs faster. This connection is known as the first Futamura projection. It is even more widely known that an abstract interpreter is a program analyzer: tweaking an interpreter to run on abstract domains produces a sound static analysis. What happens when we combine these two ideas, and apply specialization to an abstract interpreter?
INTRODUCTION
Abstract interpretation as a lattice-based approach to sound static analyses was proposed by Cousot and Cousot [1977, 1979] . Based on the notion of Galois connections, an analyzer can soundly approximate concrete program behavior at runtime by computing fixed points on an abstract domain. Despite the tremendous theoretical development of abstract interpretation over the years, constructing artifacts and analyzers that perform sound abstract interpretation for modern and expressive languages is considered complicated for a long time.
Recent progress on methodologies such as Abstracting Abstract Machines (AAM) [Horn and Might 2010 Might , 2012 uncovers an operational approach to constructing abstract interpreters. By interpreter to be derived from its unstaged counterpart. As a result, the derived staged abstract interpreter has no intrusive changes to the underlying abstract semantics, thereby preserving soundness. In this sense, our approach allows for a complete absence of regret in terms of both performance and engineering effort. We elaborate these two main ideas in detail, as follows. Futamura Projections Meet Abstract Interpreters. The first Futamura projection shows that specializing an interpreter w.r.t. an input program yields an equivalent program. For instance, assume that eval : Expr → Input → Value is an interpreter for some language. Given a program e : Expr, by applying the specialization we obtain a specialized program eval e : Input → Value. The earlier approach to realizing Futamura projections is partial evaluation (PE) [Jones et al. 1993 ]. Offline PE relies on a separate binding-time analysis (static or dynamic), and online PE identifies the binding-times during the specialization. The underlying representation of binding-times can be viewed as a two-level semantics [Nielson 1989; Nielson and Nielson 1988, 1992 ] that distinguishes between compile-time computation and run-time computation. However, it is hard to precisely analyze binding-times given an arbitrary program. As an alternative approach, multi-stage programming (MSP) [Taha 1999; Taha and Sheard 1997 ] allows programmers to annotate the binding-times of variables and control which part of the program should be specialized. At the syntactic level, traditional MSP languages (e.g., MetaML/MetaOCaml) use quasi-quotations and escapes as annotations. However, the syntactic quasi-quotation is a weak two-level semantics, and does not always preserve the evaluation order of staged expressions. Besides the syntactic approach, staging annotations can also be purely type-based. One of the examples is the Lightweight Modular Staging framework [Rompf and Odersky 2010] in Scala, which as well provides a stronger guarantee of preserving the evaluation order by generating code in administrative normal form.
To apply the Futamura projections to abstract interpreters, we consider Darais et al. [2017] 's big-step monadic abstract interpreter as the unstaged baseline. Our proposed framework adopts type-based MSP from the Lightweight Modular Staging framework, and implements the first Futamura projection of this monadic abstract interpreter for a stateful higher-order language. Similar to two-level semantics [Nielson 1989 ], monads provide a good abstraction to hide the detail of abstract interpretation semantics. However, monads do not have a clear stage distinction. We further introduce binding-times and make the monads binding-time polymorphic. By deriving staged monads that can be used to perform code generation, we obtain a staged abstract interpreter that can be used for specialization. Through staging, the generated code is specialized to the input program, and all the monadic operations are inlined and compiled down to low-level Scala code.
Generic Interpreter and Reinterpretation. Program specialization and abstract interpretation are two orthogonal concepts. To implement the confluence of them, we first construct a generic interpreter that is agnostic to both binding times and value domains used in the semantics. Later, the generic interpreter can be instantiated from these two dimensions (Figure 1 ):
• With a flat binding-time and concrete domains, it is an ordinary definitional interpreter based on big-step operational semantics;
• With two-level binding-times and concrete domains, it is a compiler that translates a program into another language; • With a flat binding-time and abstract domains, it is a definitional abstract interpreter [Darais et al. 2017 ] that statically computes runtime properties; • With two-level binding-times and abstract domains, it is an optimized program analyzer, but works in the fashion of compilation. Although the four artifacts may look dissimilar at first glance, they are in fact all firmly rooted in the concrete semantics. This observation provides a way to abstract over the semantics and achieve the flexibility of reinterpreting the shared interpreter. The generic interpreter returns a value of monadic types, which vary based on semantics. The value domains of the interpreter and the effects such as state and nondeterminism can all be wrapped into this monadic type. The binding-time abstraction is represented by a higher-kinded type and injected into the monadic type. The binding-times control whether the interpreter produces values directly or generates code.
Applications and Evaluation. We evaluate the idea of staging an abstract interpreter through case studies and an empirical performance evaluation. 1) We compare our approach with abstract compilation [Boucher and Feeley 1996] , an implementation technique for control-flow analyses. We show that by utilizing type-based stage annotations, we can achieve the same optimizations. Meanwhile, the analyzer does not need to change (modulo the addition of stage annotations), thereby requiring significantly less engineering effort. 2) We extend the basic staged abstract interpreter to cover different flow analyses, including a store-widened analysis, a context-sensitive analysis, and abstract garbage collection. 3) We show that staging an abstract interpreter enables modular compilation of an analysis to programs. Here, we borrow the concept of modular analysis, and show that the compiled analysis is reusable. Therefore, the approach provides a modular way to create optimized analysis code by mechanized reuse of a whole-program analyzer. 4) We empirically evaluate the performance improvements gained by staging, showing an order of magnitude speedup.
Contributions. 1) Intellectually, we present a framework that naturally extends the first Futamura projection to abstract interpreters, showing a well-grounded approach to optimizing static analyses via meta-programming. 2) Practically, we show that staging an abstract interpreter is useful to improve performance and scalability of analyses by case studies and an empirical evaluation.
Organization. The paper is organized as follows:
• We begin by introducing our target language and reviewing monads in Scala, and then presenting the generic interpreter (Section 2), after which we review instantiations of concrete interpretation (Section 3) and staged concrete interpretation (Section 4). • We present the unstaged abstract interpreter under the same framework by replacing the environment, store, and values with their abstract counterparts (Section 5). We then show that the combination of approximation and specialization, dubbed staged abstract interpreters, can be readily derived (Section 6). We also summarize the approach and discuss correctness properties after showing the four artifacts (Section 7). • We conduct three case studies (Section 8) and an empirical evaluation on performance improvements (Section 9). Finally we discuss related work and conclude.
PRELIMINARIES
In this section, we first describe the abstract syntax of the language. Then, we present the generic interpreter shared among the four different semantics, after which we instantiate the interpreter to the concrete one. It is worth noting that we choose to use Scala and a monadic style to demonstrate this idea, though the approach is not restricted to this choice. Indeed, one can use imperative or
The abstract syntax we present can be seen as a deep embedding of the language: we use datatypes to represent programs. This is the most natural choice for program analysis and it allows us to use different interpretations over the AST; with the inheritance and overriding mechanisms in Scala, we may also add new language constructs and reuse existing interpretations.
Monads in Scala
A monad is a type constructor M[ _ ]: * → * with two operations, often called return and bind [Moggi 1991; Wadler 1992] . Informally, return wraps a value into a monad M, and bind unwraps a monadic value and transforms it into a new monadic value. Pragmatically in Scala, we define the monad type class using trait Monad (Figure 2 ), which declares the pure 1 and flatMap operations. The trait itself takes the monad type constructor M[ _ ] as an argument, which, as a higher-kinded type, takes a type and returns a type. Similar to Haskell's do-notation, Scala provides special syntactic support for monadic operations through for-comprehension. For example, an object of type List[A] is an instance of the list monad, with element type A. To compute the Cartesian product of two lists of numbers, we can use Scala's for-comprehension syntax: val xs = List(1, 2); val ys = List(3, 4);
for { x ← xs; y ← ys } yield (x, y) // List ((1,3) , (1,4), (2,3), (2,4)) The Scala compiler translates the above for-comprehension expression into an equivalent one using flatMap and map. The last binding of for-comprehensions is translated into a map operation, where the argument of yield becomes the body expression inside that map operation. The bindings before the last one are all translated into flatMap:
xs.flatMap { case x ⇒ ys.map { case y ⇒ (x, y) } } 1 We elect to use pure as the name, since return is a keyword in Scala and unit is a built-in function in LMS.
Note that here the monadic object of type List[ _ ] encapsulates the data internally. Therefore, it exposes the simplified interface of flatMap, where the monadic value of M[A] is not introduced as a function argument. The trait MonadOps (Figure 2 ) defines the simplified signatures of monadic operations that are necessary for for-comprehension. The conversion between Monad and MonadOps can be achieved by using the implicit design pattern. In the rest of the paper, we use Scala's for-comprehension syntax and a few monads and monad transformers such as ReaderT, StateT, and SetT to write our interpreters. Monad transformers are type constructors of kind ( * → * ) → ( * → * ), which take a monad type as argument and produce another monad type. By using monad transformers, we can combine multiple monads into a single one. The implementation of monads and monad transformers follows the ones from Haskell.
Generic Interpreter
In this section, we present the generic evaluator interface in the style of a big-step definitional interpreter. The key idea is to keep both the binding-time type and returned monadic type abstract, so that they can be instantiated differently. We also need to abstract the primitive operations on those types. In later sections, we will instantiate the monadic type to perform concrete interpretation [Liang et al. 1995; Wadler 1992] or abstract interpretation [Darais et al. 2017; Sergey et al. 2013] .
Basic Types. We start with some basic type definitions that are used in the interpreter. The identifiers in the program are represented by strings. To represent states, two required components for the interpreter are environments, represented by type Env, and stores, represented by type Store. An Env maps identifiers to addresses, and a Store maps addresses to values. An environment captures bound variables in the scope of current control, and a store models a persistent heap through the program run-time. Currently, the domains of addresses and values are still abstract; hence, they are declared as abstract types. [Ofenbeck et al. 2017 ]. Now we can use R to annotate other data types in the interpreter. Later, the binding-time information is also injected into the monadic type MonadOps. If we instantiate R as the identity type (i.e., type R[T] = T), then the generic interpreter is a standard definitional interpreter that will execute the program. In Section 4, we instantiate R using LMS's built-in next-stage type annotation Rep, which makes the interpreter act as a compiler. Monadic Operations. We define the return type of the interpreter Ans as a monadic type AnsM[ _ ] wrapping the type Value. As mentioned in Section 2.2, in order to use the for-comprehension syntax certain operations must be added on the type AnsM. Here, we use a structural type MonadOps to require that type AnsM must (at least) implement map and flatMap. It is worth noting that MonadOps takes another type parameter R[ _ ] as the binding-time, i.e., MonadOps Fig. 3 . The generic interpreter, shared by the unstaged/staged + concrete/abstract interpreter.
not the monad type M itself. When the generic interpreter acts as a compiler, we will replace the monads with the ones that work on staged data values. We also declare several operations to manipulate environments and stores. These methods return monadic values of type AnsM[ _ ], which may be parameterized over the environment or store type, or merely a Unit value for performing effects. For example, local _ env installs a new environment ρ when evaluating the monadic value ans; set _ store takes a pair of addresses and (potentially staged) values, and updates the store accordingly.
Primitive Operations. Next, we declare a few primitive operations that are currently still abstract. First, we declare two versions of alloc. The first takes a store and an identifier and produces a fresh address of non-monadic type R[Addr]. Since the freshness of the address may depend on the store, which might be a next-stage value as indicated by its type, the type of addresses is consequently wrapped by R[ _ ]. The other alloc is simply the monadic version of the previous one, and can therefore be used in monadic computations. An auxiliary method get retrieves the value of an identifier x through the environment and store. Other primitive operations in the interpreter handle the language constructs. The methods num and close deal with primitive values. For example, close lifts literal terms (e.g., lambdas) to our value representation (e.g., closures). Conditionals and arithmetic are handled by br0 and arith, respectively. The method ap _ clo is used for applying functions, by taking a function value and an argument value. Note that the Env, Store, and Value are all annotated by R[ _ ], as they are potentially next-stage values when the interpreter acts as a compiler. The Interpreter. We can now construct the generic interpreter in monadic form, as shown in Figure 3 . The basic idea of generic interpretation is to traverse the AST while maintaining the effects (such as environment and state updates). Note that the interpreter is written in openrecursive style: it cannot refer to itself directly. Instead, eval takes an additional parameter ev of type Expr ⇒ Ans that refers to itself. Consequently, method close that lifts λ-terms to closures and method ap _ clo that applies functions also takes an extra ev, because further evaluation may happen inside them. To close the open recursion, we use a fixed-point operator fix. For concrete-interpretation instantiation, fix works like the Y combinator; for abstract-interpretation instantiation, it will instrument the interpreter by memoizing ev's inputs and outputs, which ensures the termination of abstract interpretation. Finally, there is a top-level wrapper run. The return type Result depends on the kind of monads being used and is therefore also left abstract. def fix(ev: (Expr ⇒ Ans) ⇒ (Expr ⇒ Ans)): Expr ⇒ Ans type Result; def run(e: Expr): Result
A CONCRETE INTERPRETER
As the first step in our roadmap, we instantiate the generic interpreter for concrete execution in this section. The result is a standard definitional interpreter with environments and stores. It can also be obtained by refunctionalizing a standard CESK machine [Ager et al. 2003; Felleisen and Friedman 1987] . We first present the concrete components, i.e., the value domains, then show the monad stack for concrete interpretation, and finally sketch how the primitive operations are implemented.
Concrete Components. The two types we need to concretize are addresses Addr and values Value. The types Env and Store are derived automatically. To ensure the freshness of address allocations, we use type Int and always return a number that is greater than the size of the current store. A value can be either a tagged number IntV, or a closure CloV that contains a λ-term and an environment. The final result of the interpreter is a Value paired with a Store. To distinguish from the monadic values of type Ans produced by the interpreter, later we use term grounded values to denote such final values, which can be obtained by running the monads. The two elements in the type Result are annotated by the binding-time R, because they can be next-stage objects. We also define a standard fixed-point combinator to close the open-recursive function ev. def fix(ev: (Expr ⇒ Ans) ⇒ (Expr ⇒ Ans)): Expr ⇒ Ans = e ⇒ ev(fix(ev))(e) } Unstaged Monads. For concrete interpretation, the monad needs to model reader and state effects, which correspond to the environment and the store, respectively. We follow the monad transformer approach [Liang et al. 1995] , and use the ReaderT and StateT monad transformers to compose the monad stack. In other words, the type AnsM is instantiated by layering the ReaderT and StateT transformers 2 , where the ReaderT is parameterized by the type Env, and the StateT is parameterized by the type Store, and the inner-most monad IdM is merely the identity monad. is the inner monad type. Given a value of type S, a StateT monad produces a transformed value of type M[(A, S)], where the new state (of type S) is accompanied with the result (of type A). Note that for the moment, the binding-time type R is the identity type; thus, these monads operate on unstaged data. We can also see this from the signature of flatMap: the argument function f takes an unstaged value of type A and produces a monadic value. In the following code, we elide operations other than flatMap. After defining the monad stack, the operations manipulating environments and stores can be defined by constructing the proper monadic value and lifting it to the top-level of our monad stack. To modify the store, for example, we construct a StateT value that updates the current store σ to σ + αv, which results in a StateT[IdM, Store, Unit] value. Then, we lift this StateT value to the top-level ReaderT type, i.e., AnsM[Unit] . Primitive Operations. Other primitive operations over the value domains can be implemented straightforwardly. We elide most of them but describe how we handle functions and applications. The reason is that λ-terms are data but are also part of the control flow. The way we treat them is simple now, but will become more involved when we stage the abstract interpreter. The method close denotes a λ-term to our representation of functions. At the moment, close takes a λ-term and an environment, and produces the defunctionalized representation of closures. The method ap _ clo performs function applications, which takes a function value fun and an argument arg. It first extracts the syntactic λ-term and environment enclosed in fun, and allocates an addresses for the argument and updates the environment and store accordingly. Finally, by recursively calling ev, it evaluates the body expression of the λ-term under the new environment and store. def close(ev: Expr ⇒ Ans)(λ: Lam, ρ: Env): Value = CloV(λ, ρ) def ap _ clo(ev: Expr ⇒ Ans)(fun: Value, arg: Value): Ans = fun match { case CloV(Lam(x, e), ρ:
We define the top-level run method as invoking the fixed-point operator with the evaluator and input expression e, and running the monad stack with the initial environment ρ 0 and store σ 0 . 
FROM INTERPRETERS TO STAGED INTERPRETERS
In this section, based on the generic interpreter and concrete components we presented in Section 2, we show how to stage the concrete interpreter by changing the monad type and refactoring the primitive operations. We begin by briefly introducing the Lightweight Modular Staging framework in Scala, and then replay the same steps as we did for the unstaged counterpart. Finally, we briefly describe the code generation.
Multi-stage Programming with LMS Lightweight Modular Staging (LMS) [Rompf and
Odersky 2010] is a multi-stage programming framework implemented as a Scala library. LMS enables runtime code generation in a type-safe manner. Different from the approach of MetaML/MetaOCaml [Calcagno et al. 2003; Kiselyov 2014] which uses syntactic quotations, LMS distinguishes binding-times based on types and preserves the evaluation order via an internal ANF transformation of the staged program. To achieve typed-based MSP, LMS provides a type constructor Rep[T] , where T can be an arbitrary type, indicating that a value of type T will be known at a future stage. Operations acting on Rep[T] expressions will be residualized as generated code. A classic example of multi-stage programming is the power function that computes b x . Usually, it is implemented as a recursive function:
If x is known at the current stage, we may specialize the power function to the value x by unrolling the recursive calls. In LMS, this is fulfilled by first adding the Rep type annotation to variables known at the next stage. In this case, b: Rep[Int] is known later, and x: Int is known currently, as shown below. The way we use this staged power function is to create a DslDriver and override the snippet method that supplies 5 as the currently known value for x.
The LMS framework provides staging support for primitive data types such as Int and Double, and for commonly-used data structures such as lists and maps. The framework internally constructs a sea-of-nodes intermediate representation (IR) for the next-stage program when executing the current stage program [Rompf 2016 ]. For convenience, the conversion from expressions of type Rep[ _ ] to their IR is done by using the implicit design pattern. As we will see later, implementing staging and code generation support for user-defined classes is also straightforward.
Staged Concrete Semantics
To implement the staged concrete interpreter, we replay the steps from the instantiation of the unstaged counterpart in Section 3. However, now we use the Rep type to annotate the value domains, environments and stores, and define the staged version of monads and primitive operations.
Staged Monads. We use the same monad stack structure as in the unstaged interpreter: a reader monad with a state monad. The difference here is that now the monads operate on staged values. For brevity, we call them staged monads. In the code snippet, we also use a Rep prefix on the name of constructors and types to differentiate them. But it is important to note that the instances of ReaderT/StateT are not staged, and that the monadic computation, such as functions of R ⇒ M[A], are also not staged. Instead, the internal data that these monads operate on are staged, i.e., values of type R and A in the reader monad, and values of type S and A in the state monad. The following code snippet shows the idea. We use light gray to highlight where Rep types are added. .flatMap(run(s))(as ⇒ f(as. _ 1).run(as. _ 2))); ... }
The function f passed to the flatMap is also a value known at the current stage. Therefore, all invocations of flatMap can be reduced before generating code. The fact that we only stage data but not the monadic computation or monadic values is the reason that we can peel of the monad stack in the generated code through staging. Now the type AnsM[ _ ] is instantiated as the same structure as before, but using the Rep versions of monad transformers:
Readers may notice that the conversion between unstaged monads and staged monads is merely changing the type of unstaged data to staged data, which in fact can be achieved without modifying the implementation of monads. This is true so far, but as we will see, it is not as straightforward for the nondeterminism monad (SetT) in the abstract interpreter, because not only the elements in the set are staged, but the whole set is also staged, and we have no knowledge about how many elements are in the set. Therefore, any traversals over the set has to be staged. In this section, we explicitly distinguish the two versions of monadic interfaces. Later, we will instantiate the staged set monad by manually fusing the fragment of the monad stack inside the SetT transformer.
Primitive Operations. Most of the primitive operations can be easily translated to their staged versions ś we just need to change the types. As we mentioned before, we will illustrate in detail how functions and applications are handled. One problem here is what should we do for λ-terms when staging them? We cannot directly create a next-stage defunctionalized closure for it, because that means we still need to interpret over these closures at the next stage and the interpretation overhead has not been eliminated. The solution is to compile the λ-term with its environment by calling the evaluator at the current stage. The result is generating a next-stage Scala function. The evaluator is already passed as ev to the method close. The following code implements this idea:
In close, we first create a current-stage function f, whose input and output are both next-stage values and stores. We then use emit _ complied _ clo to delay f to a next-stage Scala function. The method emit _ compiled _ clo produces current-stage representations of next-stage function values, i.e., of type Rep[Value] . Inside function f, we can access the evaluator via ev. However, ev produces a monadic value of type AnsM, which can only exist at the current stage. To connect current-stage monadic values and future-stage grounded values, the evaluator ev is supplied with not only the body expression e to be specialized, but also with the prepared environment and store. By doing this, we have collapsed the monadic values of type AnsM to grounded values (of type Rep[ValSt]) within staging; therefore in the future stage, there will be no monadic value. For function applications ap _ clo, we have two next-stage values fun and arg. But what we can do with these values of type Rep is limited. In fact, fun does not have an intensional application operation we can use directly. We only know that it is a current-stage representation of functions produced by close, whose next-stage form is a Scala function. With this knowledge, we can generate a next-stage function application for it. The method emit _ ap _ clo produces a currentstage representation of a next-stage function application, with required arguments such as the latest store σ. Meanwhile, we still want the method ap _ clo implemented in monadic style, so that it can be smoothly connected with other parts of the interpreter. To achieve this, we lift the result values and stores from the future stage into our current-stage monad stack, with a binding vs. Finally, we use put _ store to update the store with vs. _ 2 and return the value result vs. _ 1 into the current-stage monadic value. Now, compared with the unstaged interpreter, we observe a key difference where we use the evaluation function ev. In the unstaged interpreter, the invocation of ev happens in ap _ clo, i.e., at the time of application; while in the staged interpreter, we eagerly apply ev when denoting the λ-terms to our next-stage value domains, i.e., at the time of value-representation.
A Little Bit of Code Generation
In the previous section, we showed the types of emit _ compiled _ clo and emit _ ap _ clo without their concrete implementations. In this section, we briefly discuss the IR nodes generated by them and sketch the code generation. We define the IR nodes IRCompiledClo The IR nodes are manipulated by the LMS passes and finally generated as next-stage Scala programs. To generate code, LMS provides an emitNode method for programmers to control over what code is generated for each kind of nodes. Here, we match IRCompiledClo and IRApClo, and generate definitions via emitValDef for them. For compiled closures, we pass the function f with its accompanying syntactic term and environment to the next-stage value representation CompiledClo. For applications, we know that fun is an instance of CompiledClo at the next stage, and it has a callable field f. Hence, we generate a next-stage function application f(arg, σ). The invocations of quote are used to generate proper names for other next-stage values. 
FROM INTERPRETERS TO ABSTRACT INTERPRETERS
After seeing the unstaged and staged concrete interpreter, we now turn our focus to abstract interpreters under the same framework. We first present a lattice representation with binding-time abstraction, as well as simple abstract domains, such as power sets. Then, we show the abstract components, namely, abstract values, abstract environments, and abstract stores. The abstract interpreter we construct in this section is similar to Darais et al. [2017] 's. For simplicity, it is context/path/flow-insensitive by our choice. In Section 8.2, we will instantiate it to a commonlyused context-sensitive analysis. Darais et al. [2015] showed how to achieve path-and flow-sensitivity by varying the monads, which is also applicable to our unstaged or staged abstract interpreter.
Stage Polymorphic Lattices
Many abstract domains in abstract interpreters can be formulated as complete lattices. A complete lattice over set S is a tuple ⟨S, ⊑, ⊤, ⊥, ⊔, ⊓⟩, where ⊤ is the top element, ⊥ is the bottom element, ⊑: S → S → Bool is the ordering relation, ⊔ : S → S → S is the join (least upper bound) operator, and ⊓ : S → S → S is the meet (greatest lower bound) operator. The trait SPLattice ( Figure  4 ) defines a type class of stage-polymorphic lattices. Similar to the MonadOps in Section 2.3, we introduce an additional higher-kinded type R[ _ ] to the trait for annotating the binding-times, where R[ _ ] wraps the data type S and Boolean in these operations. Fig. 4 . trait SPLattice and Lattice (left), and the power set instance (right) In this section, we instantiate SPLattice with the flat binding-time type R[T] = T (i.e., NoRep); the result is the trait Lattice[S]. An example of the lattices we use in the rest of the paper is the power set abstract domain (shown in Figure 4 ). Two power sets are ordered by the subset relation. We use set union to compute their join, and set intersection to compute their meet. The bottom element of a power set is the empty set, and we do not have a representation of the top element for power sets. Other lattices used in the paper, such as products and maps, can be implemented similarly or by lifting the existing lattices element-wise or point-wise. Non-relational numerical abstract domains such intervals can also be implemented in a stage-polymorphic way.
Abstract Semantics
In this section, we follow the abstracting definitional interpreters (ADI) approach [Darais et al. 2017 ] to refactor our monadic concrete interpreter into a monadic abstract interpreter.
Abstract Components. We first widen the concrete value domain to AbsValue. There are two variants of AbsValue: 1) numbers are lifted to a singleton object IntTop, which represents the set of all numbers; 2) closures remain the same. Then, the type Value is redefined as a set of AbsValue to account for approximation. The address space is constrained to be finite to ensure the computability of the analysis ś for a simple monovariant analysis, we directly use variable names as addresses. After defining the Value and Addr type, the types of environments and stores are automatically lifted to their abstract versions, i.e., Map[Ident, Addr] It is important that the abstract stores now map addresses to sets of abstract values, indicating that an address may point to an over-approximated set of runtime values. This can be justified by the approximation nature and nondeterminism during the analysis. For example, when analyzing a conditional expression, we may not have enough information to decide which branch will be taken, thus a sound treatment is to explore both of the branches. Also, at some later point, we need to compute the join of two paths. Another source of nondeterminism comes from the abstract semantics of function application. For instance, consider an expression f(a), if there are multiple possible target closures of f, then we have to apply all of them nondeterminitically.
To ensure the abstract interpreter terminates on all programs when computing the fixed-point, the ADI approach uses a co-inductive mechanism consisting of two caches that remember the input and output of the eval function. Here, we first provide the necessary type definitions, and describe the algorithm later. A Cache is a mapping from configurations Config to sets of value-store pairs, where the configuration is a triple of the current expression being evaluated, environment and store. Intuitively, a cache memoizes the result values and stores for a given program configuration. Monads for Abstract Interpretation. Compared with the concrete interpreter that uses reader and state effects, the abstract interpreter further introduces the nondeterminism effect and another reader and state effect for the two caches. The nondeterminism effect is represented by the Set [M[ _ ] , A] monad transformer, where M is the inner monad type being transformed, and A is the type of elements in the set. We use a ReaderT for one cache that is not changed during one fixed-point iteration, and use a StateT for another cache that will be constantly updated during the analysis. Darais et al. [2017] discuss different permutations of the monad stack for abstract interpretation. The following AnsM type shows the monad stack (we use light gray to highlight what has been changed from the monad stack of concrete interpretation): Recall that in the concrete setting, we only have a reader monad (for environments) and a state monad (for stores). Different from state effects, reader effects are not visible at the final result. Hence, together with the value produced by the interpreter, the final result type is just a pair of Value and Store. However, under the new monad stack for abstract interpretation, we have a SetT monad transformer inside the environment monad and store monad. Therefore, the type Set becomes the container type of the pairs of values and stores, i.e., Set[(Value, Store)]. Also, note that the reader and state monad for the caches both inhabit the nondeterminism monad; as the result, the final result type pairs the set of value-stores with the cache type from that state monad, as shown below.
Primitive Operations. The primitive operations are changed according to the new monad stack scheme and value domains. One of the notable changes due to the nondeterminism is that the store-update operator merges the new values with existing values for the same address in the store. As we mentioned before, sometimes we have to explore both of the branches for conditionals: in method br0, we combine the results using the mplus operation from MonadPlus, which requires the value domains to be join-semilattices (in our case, Set and Map). The value representation of λ-terms is still a defunctionalized closure of type CloV, but we lift it to a singleton set of AbsValue (remember that type Value is an alias of Set[AbsValue]). For function applications, ap _ clo looks the same as the concrete interpreter. The difference is that now the first argument of ap _ clo is a set of closures funs, so we cannot directly match it against with a syntactic Lam by pattern matching. Instead, we use an auxiliary function lift _ nd that takes a set and lifts the elements in the set into the monad stack. Then we can straightforwardly implement the function ap _ clo still in monadic style, where the closures come from the monads and thus the nondeterminism can be naturally handled. The light gray line shows what is added from its concrete counterpart. Caching and Fixpoint Iteration. As we mentioned earlier, the ADI approach uses a two-cache mechanism to compute the least fixed-point and prevent non-termination. The caching algorithm is also called a co-inductive caching or truncated depth-first evaluation [Rosendahl 2013 ]. It has been used in other abstract interpreters or fixed-point computation [Darais et al. 2017; Rosendahl 2013; Wei et al. 2018 ]. The idea is to use an in cache and an out cache during the depth-first evaluation. The in cache stores the result from the last iteration, and the out cache is constantly updated during the current iteration. In the next iteration, the last out cache is used as the in cache, and an empty cache is plugged into the out slot. Once the out cache does not contain any new information compared with the in cache, the fixed-point is reached. In our monad stack, the in and out caches are modeled by the reader monad and state monad, respectively. We first define several methods to manipulate the two caches through the monad stack (the implementations are elided). The co-inductive caching algorithm is implemented as an instrumentation over the eval function ( Figure 5 ), and it also closes the open recursion. The instrumentation works as follows. Initially, the two caches are both empty. During the iteration, we first check whether the out cache contains the configuration cfg, which represents the current desired computation. If out does contain cfg, then the result is directly returned throughout the monad stack. Otherwise, we first retrieve the result from in (⊥ if in does not contain cfg), and update this result from in into the out cache in the fashion of join. Then, we invoke ev to evaluate the result for this iteration, where ev takes fix(ev) as the self reference. After the evaluation, the store σ may have been changed, so we obtain the latest store and construct the result (v, σ), which will be used to update the out cache.
The iteration terminates when the resulting out cache is equivalent to the input in cache, which indicates that there is no more fact have been discovered. Therefore, the iteration should end, and we have reached the least fixed-point. def run(e: Expr): Result = fix(eval)(e)(ρ0)(σ0)(cache0)(cache0).run Finally, we override the top-level run method by running the monadic value fix(eval)(e) with the initial environment ρ 0 , initial abstract store σ 0 , and initial caches cache0; all of which are empty.
FROM ABSTRACT INTERPRETERS TO STAGED ABSTRACT INTERPRETERS
In the previous sections, we have seen an unstaged abstract interpreter and a staged concrete interpreter. Now we begin describing the implementation of their confluence ś a staged abstract interpreter. Unsurprisingly, the staged abstract interpreter in this section uses the same abstract semantics as the unstaged version in Section 5. The approach we use to refactor the unstaged one to the staged abstract interpreter is modular, and does not sacrifice soundness or precision. The designer of the analyzer therefore does not have to rewrite the analysis. We first present the staged lattices and staged monads, and then discuss the staged version of primitive operations, especially close, ap _ clo and fix. In the end, we discuss several optimizations.
Staged Lattices
In Section 5.1, we exploited the higher-kinded type R to achieve stage polymorphism. Now we instantiate the type R as Rep and still use the power-set as example to describe its staged version. where the lattice operations are eventually delegated to the operations on the staged set data type, such as subsetOf, union and intersect. Compared with the unstaged version, we do not need to change the implementations, except the types ś such as changing them from Set[T] to Rep[Set[T] ]. We show the changes in light gray code. In the code generation part, these operations on staged sets emit their corresponding next-stage code. Again, other lattice structures such as products and maps can be implemented in a similar way.
Staged Abstract Semantics
Now we can implement the staged abstract semantics, with the binding-time type R instantiated as Rep. The types of abstract components are reused from the unstaged version.
Staged Monads for Abstract Interpretation. We use the same monad stack structure as the unstaged abstract interpreter, but replace all the monad transformers with their staged versions. The following code snippet shows this change. We manually fuse the three inner transformers (IdM is omitted) into a single staged monad RepSetReaderStateM[R, S, A], where R is the type parameter for the reader effects, and S is the type parameter for the state. In our monad stack scheme, R and S are both instantiated with the type Cache. Similar to the unstaged abstract semantics, the grounded result type is a pair of two staged values: Rep ... } Primitive Operations. When deriving the staged concrete interpreter from its unstaged counterpart, it is observed that where we invoke the evaluator ev(e) is shifted from ap _ clo to close, where e is the body expression of a λ-term. In other words, when staging, we eagerly specialize the interpreter and generate code every time we reach a λ-term, instead of lazily calling ev when the applications happen. Similarly, here we use the same way to handle staged λ-terms. Additionally, in the staged abstract interpreter, we have to handle nondeterminism incurred by the over-approximation of runtime behavior. In the rest of this part, we focus on discussing the closure representation and function application for the staged version.
The close method now is a mix of the staged concrete version and unstaged abstract version. We first build a current-stage function f, which takes four next-stage values, including the argument and latest store, and in/out caches additionally. Inside f, we collapse the monadic value of type Ans to grounded values of type Result, by providing the desired arguments, i.e., the new environment, new store, and two caches. The collapsing of monadic values happens at the current-stage, so the invocation of ev is unfolded at staging time. Finally, we generate a singleton set containing the compiled next-stage closure (emit _ compiled _ clo), which is represented by an IR node in LMS. The ap _ clo method for function applications is also similarly mixing the two previous versions. We use the staged version of lift _ nd to lift the next-stage set of functions into the monad stack. For each closure clo in the set, we generate a next-stage value, representing the function application clo(arg), by using emit _ ap _ clo. Again, the method emit _ ap _ clo produces a current-stage representation of the future-stage application result. Finally, we reify the out cache, store, and values, which are all from the future-stage, back into the current-stage monadic value. Staged Caching and Fixpoint Iteration. The fixed-point iteration again relies on the two caches in and out, which are both staged maps now. Therefore, the query of whether the in/out cache contains the current configuration will produce next-stage Boolean values, i.e., of type Rep[Boolean] , and the branching condition cannot be determined statically. We have to generate code for the whole if expression. Figure 6 shows the staged version of fix. The variable res represents the next-stage result, consisting of a next-stage if expression. The true branch simply returns a pair of the query result form the out cache, and the out cache itself. The else branch constructs a monadic value m of type Ans first, which evaluates e under the new out cache. After this, we use a similar technique that eagerly collapses the monadic value m to grounded values, by providing its desired environment and other arguments. Finally, we have a current-stage representation of the future-stage values res, and we reify the content of res back into the current-stage monad stack.
A Little Bit of Code Generation, Again
The code generation for compiled closures and function applications is similar to their counterparts in the staged concrete interpreter. We have two IR nodes implemented as case classes; they also take additional caches as arguments. We elide the code generation part for these IR nodes. 
Optimizations
Our staging schema works by unfolding the interpreter over the abstract syntax tree of the input program. In practice, however, the staging schema would suffer from code explosion when analyzing (specializing) large programs, which increases compile time. If we generate next-stage programs running on the JVM, such large generated programs would also incur GC overhead at runtime. In this section, we present optimizations that largely mitigate these issues. Implementing all of those optimizations does not need to change the generic interpreter.
Specialized Data Structures. In the staged interpreters, all instances of Env and Store are staged. The data structures representing these components are treated as black-boxes, i.e., Rep[Map] , which means that the operations on a Rep[Map] directly become next-stage code, and we do not inspect any further inside. As we identified when introducing the generic interface, the keys of an Env are string-represented identifiers in the program, which are completely known statically. This observation gives us a chance to further specialize the data structures for environments. For example, let us assume that the Map[K, V] is implemented as a hash-map. If all the keys of type K are all known statically, then the indices for those keys can also be computed statically. Thus, in this case, the specialized map will be an array of type Array[Rep [V] ], whose elements are next-stage values, and the size of the array is known statically as the program has finite number of identifiers. As result, an access to the map is staged into an access to the array with a pre-computed index.
In particular, if we are specializing a monovariant analysis, the address space is equivalent to the set of all identifiers in the program. Utilizing this fact, the result of accesses to the environment can be computed statically and we may generate addresses directly during staging. After this, the store can be specialized as an array by using the way mentioned above.
Selective Caching. We observe that the two-fold co-inductive caching is used for every recursive call in our abstract interpreter. But this is unnecessary and redundant when generating code for atomic expressions such as literals or variables, because they always terminate. Borrowing the idea from the partition of expressions used in administrative normal form (ANF) λ-calculus [Flanagan et al. 1993] , we can use a selective caching algorithm that does not generate caching code for atomic expressions. This optimization is implemented by using fix _ select to dispatch expressions.
Partially-static Data. Our treatment of binding-times is coarse-grained: Exprs are static, the rest of the components are all dynamic. But this is not always true, because the static data have to be used somewhere with the dynamic operations. Partially-static data is a way to improve bindingtimes and optimize the generated code. For example, to left-fold a static singleton set (often appears in SetT), e.g., Set(x) .fold(init)(f) where x and init are staged values, a naive code generator would faithfully generate code that applies fold with the set and function f. But we can also utilize algebraic properties of fold to generate cheaper code, e.g., Set(x) .fold(init)(f) = f(init, x).
Since the function f is known at the current stage, we completely eliminate the fold operation and function application. We apply several rewritings enabled by partially-static patterns, such as for Set, Map, and Tuple. This optimization greatly reduces the size of residual programs.
DISCUSSION
We have gradually presented the confluence of specialization and abstraction of concrete interpreters from an operational perspective. In this section, we review and summarize our recipe to achieve the staged abstract interpreter and discuss correctness and different design choices.
Summarizing the Approach
We summarize our approach to staging an abstract interpreter as follows:
• First, we construct a generic interpreter that abstracts over binding times, value domains, and primitive operations. In this paper, the generic interpreter is implemented in monadic style; therefore, the semantics can be encapsulated into monads. • Then, we implement an unstaged abstract interpreter modularly using the appropriate monad stack. This step has been explored in the previous literature. • Finally, we replace the monad stack with a staged monad stack, and refactor related primitive operations. Such staged monads operate on staged data types, i.e., next-stage values.
Monadic interpreters are known to be able to decouple the interpretation procedure and the underlying semantics. The key insight in this paper is that by making the monadic interpreter stage polymorphic [Amin and Rompf 2018; Ofenbeck et al. 2017] , the abstract interpreter can be extended to generate efficient code. The underlying semantics and staging are two orthogonal dimensions. It is important to note that the computation encapsulated by the monads are not staged: only data (such as sets and maps) are staged. All the monadic computation, i.e., functions passed to the monadic bind operation flatMap, are statically known. This is why we can eliminate the monadic layer and its associated overhead.
What has been eliminated? In the generated code, all primitive operations (such as eval, fix, ap _ clo, etc.) and monadic operations (such as flatMap and map) are eliminated. The residual program consists of statements and expressions that purely manipulate the environment, store, and two caches, whose underlying representations are all Map[K,V]. We also have several operations on tuples and lists, which are residualized from the internal code fragments of the monads.
Correctness
Soundness is the central concern of static analysis, and as such, is vital for prospective users. Our approach does not interact with the soundness of the analysis, i.e, if the unstaged one does not produces false negative result, the staged one also does not. This soundness preservation indeed relies on the correctness of the staged implementations and the underlying MSP system. We now briefly examine how this is achieved. Note that the rationale listed here is based on empirical evidence; a rigorous proof of soundness preservation of our approach remains an open challenge.
• In general, syntactic MSP systems based on quotations (e.g., MetaML/MetaOCaml) cannot guarantee that the generated code preserves the meaning after staging. In other words, the generated code may not preserve the evaluation order or may contain undesired duplications of code. In this paper, we use the LMS framework, which 1) checks binding-times by checking types which is enabled by the Scala compiler, and 2) generates code in administrative normal form [Flanagan et al. 1993 ] that preserves the execution order within a stage [Rompf 2016 ]. • As shown in the previous sections, the generic interpreter is untouched and shared by the four artifacts. This allows the programmer to check the implementation of staged monads and primitive operations, as well as their correctness modularly. • We build the staged monads and staged data structures in a correct-by-construct way that directly corresponds to their unstaged versions. For instance, the staged data structures we use here are simply black boxes that wrap the data structures in the Scala library. • In our experiments, the staged abstract interpreter produces the same result as the unstaged one on all benchmark programs we tested.
Alternatives
Monadic-style vs Direct-style. We use a monadic interpreter throughout the paper, but using monadic-style is not the only choice for staging. One can inline the monadic operations and obtain an abstract interpreter in continuation-passing style, or even translate back to a direct-style that may use explicit side-effects such as mutations. In either case, we can still apply the staging idea to the abstract interpreter and remove the interpretation overhead. However, monads allow the staged abstract interpreter to be implemented in a modular and extensible way.
Big-step vs Small-step. We have implemented a big-step, compositional abstract interpreter in monadic style, where compositional means that every recursive call of eval is applied to the proper substructures of the current syntactic parameters [Jones 1996 ]. This compositionality ensures that specialization can be done by unfolding, as well as guarantees the termination of the specialization procedure. It is also possible to specialize a small-step operational abstract semantics through abstract compilation [Boucher and Feeley 1996] . Johnson et al. [2013] presented this idea for optimizing Abstract Abstract Machines. However, the generated abstract bytecode still requires another small-step abstract machine to execute, which is an additional engineering effort.
CASE STUDIES
In Section 6, we use a toy language to show that staging an abstract interpreter is feasible and that a staged artifact can be derived by combining the staged concrete interpreter and unstaged abstract interpreter. In this section, we conduct several case studies to further show that this methodology is practically useful and widely applicable to a diverse set of analyses. 
Abstract Compilation à la Staging
We first revisit a similar technique called abstract compilation (AC). AC was introduced by Boucher and Feeley [1996] as an implementation technique for abstract interpretation-based static analyses. Similar to the present paper, the idea of AC was inspired by partial evaluation: the program is known statically and the interpretive overhead can be eliminated. In AC, the compiled analysis can be represented by either text or closures (higher-order functions). The minute difference is that the closures can be executed immediately, while the textual programs need to be compiled and loaded. Specifically, Boucher and Feeley showed how to compile a monovariant control-flow analysis [Shivers 1988 [Shivers , 1991 for continuation-passing style (CPS) programs. The analyzer is a big-step control-environment abstract interpreter. By applying AC, every function in the analyzer is refactored to return a closure only taking an environment argument. Therefore the overhead of traversing the AST of input program is eliminated.
We show that AC can be understood and implemented as an instance of staging abstract interpreters. We first revisit the original implementation of abstract compilation for 0-CFA, and then reproduce their result by simply adding stage annotations. The program generated by our approach provides approximately the same improvement with regards to speed, but without changing a single line of the analyzer program relying on type-based staging annotations. With Scala's type inference, we only need to add staging annotations for function argument types and return types. However, AC requires more engineering effort, i.e., rewriting the whole analyzer into the closure-generation form. Moreover, as shown in Section 6.4, our approach is able to not only remove the interpretive overhead, but also enable several optimizations such as specialized data structures.
Original AC. The analysis presented by Boucher and Feeley is a 0-CFA for a small CPS language consisting of abstractions, applications, recursion, and primitive operators. Figure 7 (left) shows the AC implementation: different syntactic constructs are handled by different functions (e.g., compCall and compApp). All original functions take a store as regular argument. After refactoring to AC, every function returns a value of type CompAnalysis, which is a function value that takes and returns stores. After the first run of the analysis, we have traversed the AST and obtained a single closure that takes a store and returns a store. Therefore, the ASTs are treated as static terms, and the stores are dynamic terms. Finally, we may invoke the compiled closure with an initial store to complete the analysis.
AC through Staging. On the other side, our approach works equivalently through staging: the ASTs are static, whereas stores are dynamic. Therefore, we annotate the type Store with Rep (Figure 7 (right) ). In fact, the only changes of our approach using the LMS framework are the types of Store to Rep[Store] , since they will be known at the next stage. There is no need for other changes. The generated programs consist entirely of looks-up and updating operations w.r.t the store. The functions at the current stage are eliminated in the residual program; therefore, we do not generate higher-order functions, which provides additional performance improvement. Nevertheless, the LMS framework provides support for necessary data structures, such as for Map. We consider these efforts reusable and completely orthogonal to the implementation of the analysis.
Control-Flow Analysis
To demonstrate that the SAI approach is applicable to various analyses, we now extend and refactor the staged abstract interpreter we presented in Section 6 to several variants of control-flow analyses (CFA). We first discuss the calling-context sensitive analysis for staged analyzers by tweaking the allocation strategy. Then, we describe how to implement store-widening with the staged monads, which is a common optimization in CFA. Finally, we integrate abstract garbage collection with staging. All of these extensions are orthogonal to staging.
8.2.1
Context-Sensitivity. The abstract addresses we introduced in Section 6 are identical to the variable names, which is a context-insensitive schema. Through tweaking the address allocation strategy, we can achieve various context-sensitive analyses [Gilray et al. 2016a ]. Here, we demonstrate a calling-context sensitive analysis, i.e., k-CFA-like analysis [Horn and Might 2012] , can be implemented in our staged abstract interpreter. The timestamp is a finite list of expressions that tracks the k-most recent calling contexts. The definition of abstract addresses KCFAAddr is also changed to include an identifier and the time when it gets allocated, meaning that this address points to some values under such calling context. If k is 0, we obtain a monovariant analysis as demonstrated before; if k > 0, we obtain a family of analyses with increasing precision. Note that when k = 0, the address space is statically determined by the set of variables appeared in the program, and we may exploit it to optimize the generated code. But when k > 0, the address generation happens at the next stage, i.e., analysis time. We then integrate the timestamp into our monad stack by adding a staged StateT monad. The result type is accordingly updated to contain the set of tuples, where the field of Time is added. τ ← get _ time } yield unit(KCFAAddr(x, τ )) // we use unit to turn a current-stage constant to a next-stage value Every time when we call the eval function, we also refresh the timestamp by calling the tick function, which updates the timestamp in the state monad. The tick function is implemented as prepending the current control expression e being evaluated to the existing calling context, and then taking the first k elements from the list. The type Config used in the caching algorithm is also changed to include timestamps.
Store-Widened Analysis.
A commonly-used technique to improve the running time of controlflow analyses is store-widening. As shown by Darais et al. [2017 Darais et al. [ , 2015 , a store-widening analysis can be easily implemented in the monadic abstract interpreter by swapping the StateT and the SetT monad transformers. This optimization is orthogonal to staging. Within the monadic interpreter framework, we just need to swap the same staged version of monad transformers. After this adjustment, conceptually, we have the following monad stack:
type AnsM[T] = RepReaderT [RepSetT[RepStateT[ RepReaderT[RepStateT[IdM, Cache, ?] , Cache, ?], Store, ?], ?], Env, T] 8.2.3 Abstract Garbage Collection. Abstract garbage collection is a technique to reclaim unreachable addresses in the store while performing the abstract interpretation [Might and Shivers 2006 ]. Darais et al. [2017] showed that, for big-step monadic abstract interpreters, we may add a Reader monad to track the set of root addresses and compute the reachable addresses every time when we obtain a value. Here, we adopt the idea with staged monads: The skeleton of a staged version of abstract garbage collection implementation is shown in Figure 8 . We refactor the fix function with caching (used in Section 6) to fix _ gc (the caching part is omitted in the presented code snippet). Several auxiliary functions are used: ask _ root retrieves the current root addresses from the monad stack; root computes the reachable addresses given a value; and gc performs garbage collection according to the given reachable addresses and returns a new store. We also need to compute the root addresses for compound expressions, which is elided in the code snippet; for the details of this part, readers may refer to Darais et al. [2017] . 
Modular Staged Analysis for Free
One of the challenges of modern static analysis is that programs usually depend on large libraries, and analyzing these libraries is time-consuming [Toman and Grossman 2017] . If we are able to analyze programs and libraries separately and reuse the results without losing precision, we can reduce the overhead of repeatedly analyzing libraries. Some static analyzers compute a summary for a function or a module, which can be reused later. However, when lacking context information, those analyses can be too conservative or unsound. In this section, we show that meta-programming can provide a trade-off between summary-based modular analyses and slow whole-program analyses, by utilizing an existing whole-program analyzer.
As we have already seen in Section 6, the primitive operation close can denote a λ-term to a next-stage Scala function, which is the specialized analyzer to that λ-term. The specialization of the staged abstract interpreter to a λ-term is independent of other parts of the analyzed program. To illustrate the idea concretely, we consider a library that contains a function map and use the Scheme language as example:
(define (map xs f) (if (null? xs) '() (cons (f (car xs)) (map (cdr xs) f))))
The specialization (0-CFA without store-widening) of close to map generates the following next-stage Scala code, that is, the function x39: We borrow the notation from traditional modular analysis [Cousot and Cousot 2002] : such a generated function is a modularly reusable artifact, i.e., independent of its context. The generated functions already eliminate the interpretation overhead and monadic overhead via staging, and can therefore be considered as partial summaries. However, we still need to run the generated function at the next stage to obtain the analysis result. At the next stage, we can provide different abstract arguments, stores, and caches, depending on the context of where map is called.
Compared with traditional summary-based analysis, our partial summaries are represented by executable functions that are parameterized to the context information. In our approach, the transition from a whole-program analyzer to a modular-staged analyzer is mechanized via staging. We do not need to design any intermediate representation or data structure of summaries. In some scenarios, traditional summary-based analyses are able to carry more information within a module, e.g., the summary of their internal submodules. The staged approach presented here may still need to run through the fixed-point for submodules.
PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
To evaluate how much performance can be improved by the staging, we scale our toy staged abstract interpreter to support a large subset of the Scheme language and evaluate the analysis time against the unstaged versions. The result shows that the staged versions are, on average, 10+ times as fast as the unstaged version, as evidence of our abstraction without regret approach.
Implementation and Evaluation Environment. We implement the abstract interpreters for controlflow analysis, i.e., a value-flow analysis that computes which λ-terms can be called at each call-site. With other suitable abstract domains, the abstract interpreter can also be extended to other analyses. A front-end desugars Scheme to a small core language that makes the analyzer easy to implement. We implement two common monovariant 0-CFA-like analyses: one is equipped with store-widening (0-CFA-SW for short), the other one is not (0-CFA for short). It is traditionally expected that the store-widened analysis be faster than the alternative. Our prototype implementation currently generates Scala code. The generated Scala code will be compiled and executed on the JVM, though it is possible to generate C/C++ code in the future. In the experiments, we implement several optimizations mentioned in Section 6.4, specifically, including the selective caching scheme and IR-level rewriting rules (for pairs, lists, sets, and maps) that exploit partially-static data. These optimizations are useful to reduce the size of generated code and improve performance.
We TB of RAM. Although the machine has 96 cores in total, the abstract interpreters are single-threaded.
To minimize the effect of warm-up from the HotSpot JIT compiler, all the experiments are executed 20 times and we report the statistical median value of the running times. We set a 5 minute timeout.
Benchmarks. The benchmark programs we used in the experiment are collected from previous papers [Ashley and Dybvig 1998; Johnson et al. 2013; Vardoulakis and Shivers 2011] and existing artifacts 4 for control-flow analysis. Some of the benchmarks are small programs designed for experiments, such as the kcfa-worst-n series, which are intended to challenge k-CFA; while some other benchmarks are from real-world applications, for example, the RSA public key encryption algorithm rsa. In Figure 9 , we report the number of AST nodes after parsing and desugaring (excluding comments) as a proper measurement of program size.
Result. Figure 9 shows the evaluation result comparing the performance improved by staging on the two monovariant CFAs. The unstaged and staged columns show the median time (excluding pre-compilation) to finish the analysis. The column unstaged staged shows the improvement. The dash in some cells indicates timeout. As expected, the staged version significantly outperforms the unstaged version on all benchmarks. For 0-CFA without store-widening, we observe an average speedup of 17 times; for 0-CFA with store-widening, the average speedup is 7 times. The highest speedup among all the tests is observed on benchmark kcfa-worst-64. Although the program size of kcfa-worst-64 is large, it has a rather simple structure which only involves booleans, λ-terms, and applications. We conjecture that the simple domain and structure allow the generated code to be efficiently optimized by the JVM. However, on the corresponding 0-CFA-SW, we do not observe a significant speedup. Due to the complexity of generated code and next-stage running platform (JVM), we leave the detailed empirical analysis of which static analysis can benefit more from the specialization as a future work.
RELATED WORK
Optimizing Static Analysis Through Specialization. The underlying idea in this paper is closely related to abstract compilation (AC) [Boucher and Feeley 1996] : removing the interpretative overhead of traversing the syntax tree by specialization. The residual programs of AC can be either textual (using quasi-quotations) or closures (using higher-order functions). Our approach is more flexible between representations and requires less engineering efforts to refactor the analyzer (Section 8.1). Johnson et al. [2013] adapted closure generation to optimize a small-step abstract interpreter in state-transition style. The program is first compiled to an łabstract bytecodež IR. The IR consists of higher-order functions, which will be executed later on an abstract abstract machine for that IR. Damian [1999] provided a formal treatment for abstract compilation and control-flow analysis, as well as proofs to establish the correctness of a certified specialized analyzer. Amtoft [1999] applied partial evaluation for constraint-based control-flow analysis.
Splitting an analysis into multiple stages has also been studied for other forms of static analysis. Hardekopf and Lin [2011] applied staging to a flow-sensitive pointer analysis. The first stage is to analyze the programs and obtain a sparse representation, and then the second stage conducts a flowsensitive analysis by refining the first one. Many other forms of static analysis are implemented by first collecting constraints from programs and then using a solver to discharge the proof obligations or find the fixed-point. Notable examples include SAT-and SMT-based program analysis [Gulwani et al. 2008] and Datalog-based points-to analysis [Smaragdakis and Balatsouras 2015] . Such analyses can be considered having stage distinctions. One piece of future work is to explore whether they can be implemented and optimized using meta-programming. Soufflé, one of the state-of-the-art Datalog engines commonly used in points-to analysis [Antoniadis et al. 2017] , uses Futamura projections for efficient implementation [Jordan et al. 2016 ]. However, it only specializes the solving engine to Datalog rules, instead of a full pipeline from a program AST to a specialized solver.
Recent work shows that numerical abstract domains can be specialized to the static program structure, although not by ways of staging. For example, decomposing polyhedrons [Singh et al. 2017a,b] to smaller ones depending on the variables involved in a statement can significantly improve the running time and space consumption of abstract transformers.
Construction of Abstract Interpreters. Abstract interpretation is a semantics-based approach to sound static analyses by approximation [Cousot 1999; Cousot and Cousot 1977] . As for building semantic artifacts, the Abstracting Abstract Machines (AAM) [Horn and Might 2010 Might , 2012 approach shows that abstract interpreters can be derived systematically from concrete semantic artifacts based on operational semantics. The AAM approach is closely related to control-flow analysis for higher-order languages [Midtgaard 2012; Shivers 1991] . Using monads to construct abstract interpreters was explored by Darais et al. [2017 Darais et al. [ , 2015 ; Sergey et al. [2013] . The unstaged abstract interpreter in this paper follows the abstracting definitional interpreters (ADI) approach [Darais et al. 2017 ]. Similar to ADI, reconstructing big-step abstract interpreters with delimited continuations was shown by Wei et al. [2018] . Keidel et al. [2018] presented a modular, arrow-based abstract interpreter that allows soundness proofs to be constructed compositionally. Cousot and Cousot [2002] proposed an abstract interpretation framework for modular analysis. In Section 8.3, we borrow the notation of modular analysis. However, the staged abstract interpreter does not generate complete summaries for modules; instead, it specializes the analysis modularly. Similarly, AC is considered as an example of this kind of modular analyses [Cousot and Cousot 2002] .
Control-flow Analysis. Our case studies and evaluation focus on control-flow analysis for functional languages [Midtgaard 2012; Shivers 1991] . In general, k-CFA (where k > 0) is considered impractical to be used as a compiler pass, due to its EXPTIME lower bound [Van Horn and Mairson 2008] . However, several variants of 0-CFA were developed and shown to be useful in practice [Adams et al. 2011; Ashley and Dybvig 1998; Bergstrom et al. 2014; Reppy 2006 ].
Two-level Semantics. The idea of reinterpreting the semantics as abstract interpretation can be traced to Nielson's two-level semantics [Nielson 1989 ]. Using two-level semantics for code generation was also explored by Nielson and Nielson [1988] . Sergey et al. [2013] 's monadic abstract interpreter is closely related to the two-level semantics: the use of a generic interface with monads and then reinterpreting it with different semantics is already two-level. Instead of focusing on semantics, this paper shows how a staged analyzer can be built and used to increase efficiency of static analyses. We augment the monadic abstract interpreter with binding-time polymorphism, using code generation to produce efficient low-level code. The presented work can be considered as a two-dimensional application of the two-level semantics.
Partial Evaluation and Multi-stage Programming. Partial evaluation is an automatic technique for program specialization [Jones 1996; Jones et al. 1993] . In this paper, we use mutli-stage programming to specialize programs. The Lightweight Modular Staging (LMS) framework [Rompf and Odersky 2010] we used in the paper relies on type-level stage annotations. Other notable MSP systems using syntactic quotations exist in the ML family, e.g., MetaML [Taha and Sheard 1997] and MetaOCaml [Calcagno et al. 2003; Kiselyov 2014] . Compared with other approaches using syntactic quotations, LMS provides guarantees for preserving evaluation orders within a stage. Ofenbeck et al. [2017] and Amin and Rompf [2018] discussed staging for generic programming as well as stage polymorphism in LMS. Multi-stage programming has been widely used to improve the performance in many other domains, such as optimizing compilers or domain-specific languages [Carette et al. 2009; Sujeeth et al. , 2013 , numerical computation [Aktemur et al. 2013; Kiselyov 2018] , generic programming [Ofenbeck et al. 2017; Yallop 2017] , data processing [Jonnalagedda et al. 2014; Kiselyov et al. 2017] , query compilation in databases , etc.
As a source of inspiration of this paper, the Futamura projections reveal a close relation between interpreters and compilers, which was originally proposed by Futamura [1971] (reprinted as [Futamura 1999] ). Amin and Rompf [2018] considered a tower of concrete interpreters and showed how to collapse them by using MSP ś it would be interesting to explore this idea for multiple abstract interpreters [Cousot et al. 2019; Giacobazzi et al. 2015] . Carette and Kiselyov [2005] discussed a monad with let-insertion and memoization for code generation, using Gaussian Elimination in MetaOCaml as an example. In this work, let-insertion is handled by the ANF transformation in LMS, and the memoizing monad is just a combination of a reader monad and a state monad operating on staged data. Similar to the ideas in this paper, specializing monadic interpreters was explored by Danvy et al. [1991] and Sheard et al. [1999] . However, these work are different from the performance motivation here.
CONCLUSION
We present a simple and elegant framework that extends the first Futamura projection to abstract interpreters. To realize it, we design a generic interpreter that abstracts over binding times and value domains. By instantiating the generic interpreter with the staged monads for abstract semantics, the staged abstract interpreter can be readily derived. The meta-programming approach brings new insights and implementation techniques to optimize static analyzers via compilation. Optimizations can be achieved orthogonally to the interpreter and abstract semantics. In our evaluation, staging improves the performance of running time by an order of magnitude.
